BODVVIZ

VIRTUAL DISSECTIONS USING
REAL HUMAN & ANIMAL ANATOMY
PERFORM

BODYVIZ SOFTWARE
REVOLUTIONIZES

BIOLOGY & ANATOMY

HIGH SCHOOL
EDUCATION

Using computers and tablets, students can virtually
dissect and explore 3D visualizations of real
human and animal anatomy. With over 1,000
studies in our library, students can examine
hundreds of examples of pathology, variations,
animal specimen, and more.

INTEGRATES INTO EXISTING
RESOURCES

"You will be amazed at how

EASY BODYVIZ IS TO USE.
Without any previous knowledge

students will learn and comprehend 3D
anatomical relationships more effectively."

Contact Joe Hutcheson jhutcheson@journeyed.com (706) 818-5632

Students will be

CAREER READY

as BodyViz uses the same

IMAGING TECHNOLOGY

that they will encounter
in the medical field.

EXPAND

ACCESS TO REAL ANATOMY

BodyViz delivers access to real human and animal anatomy
by creating easy to use, interactive 3D visualizations. BodyViz:
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Integrates easily into all levels of anatomy curriculum
Provides access to an unlimited number of students
Allows users to rotate, pan, zoom, dissect, and fly through anatomy
Encourages collaborative learning environments
Integrates directly into learning management systems
Delivers real anatomy via iPad, computers, and in large-format 3D
stereoscopic virtual reality

EXPLORE

COMPLEX ANATOMICAL RELATIONSHIPS

BodyViz provides real anatomy for repeated, non-destructive
exploration, examination, and dissection. Users visually explore
the body's complex systems, highlight normal and abnormal
anatomy, annotate anatomical features, and more. Students
using BodyViz will be career ready as our solutions use the same
imaging technology they will encounter in the medical field,

INTERACT

WITH REAL ANATOMY IN ANY LOCATION

BodyViz expands the learning experience to students in any
location. With direct learning management system integration,
students can access real anatomical content where ever they
are using our elearning modules. BodyViz elearning modules
enable instructors to share datasets, lessons, and assignments for
students to complete.

Get Started Today
for $2,500 per year

Our subscription pricing was designed to
provide high schools a cost-effective way of
enabling their students to engage with real
human and animal anatomy. Additional
software licenses can be added to your
subscription price for $500/year.

What's Included?
-

5 BodyViz software licenses
25 data sets of your choice
12 overview elearning modules
BodyViz training. and support

Contact Joe Hutcheson jhutcheson@journeyed.com (706) 818-5632

